Mutations in idiopathic cytopenia of undetermined significance assist diagnostics and correlate to dysplastic changes.
Cytopenia is common in the elderly population and etiology may be difficult to assess. Here, we investigated the occurrence of mutations in patients with idiopathic cytopenia of undetermined significance and the usefulness in improving diagnostics. We included 60 patients with persistent cytopenia > 6 months without definite diagnosis of hematological neoplasm after routine assessment. Bone marrow material underwent a blinded morphology review and DNA was sequenced with a targeted 20 gene panel representing the most commonly mutated genes in myelodysplastic syndrome. Thirty seven (62%) patients carried at least one mutation at inclusion, and of these 95% carried a mutation in TET2, ASXL1, SRSF2, or DNMT3A. The most commonly mutated gene was TET2 observed in 43% of all patients. During one to eight years follow-up seven patients progressed to a myeloid neoplasm and six of these had a detectable mutation at study entry. Median time to progression was 53 months (range 10-78), and at time of progression each patient had at least two mutations detected. Mutations in TP53 and NRAS were not present in patients at inclusion, but identified as secondary hits triggering progression. The morphology review was concordant in 68% of all cases, and 93% of the cases reclassified into the group "highly suspicious for MDS" had a mutation. All patients who had a concordant review "highly suspicious for MDS" had at least two mutations detected. Overall, we show that morphology examination is challenging in this heterogeneous group and targeted sequencing helps identify patients at risk of progression. Am. J. Hematol. 91:1234-1238, 2016. © 2016 Wiley Periodicals, Inc.